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ABSTRACT. Let A I)e tile class of all a,alytic fl,ct,ios in tle nit (lisk U such that f(0)
if(0) 0. A fllction f A is called starlike with respect to 2n symmetric-conjugate points

if Re zf’(z)/f=(z) > 0 for u, where

--1

f,,{)- [-ff)+/(e)l,
k=O

w exp(2ri/n]. This class is denoted by S, and was studied in [l]. A sumcient condition for
starlikeness with respect to symmetric-conjugate points is obtained. In addition, images of some
subclasses of S’, under the integral operator I" A A, I(f) t’-’ where

F(z)-
c+l jo )_((7)) f(t)(g(t) g’(t)dt, c>0

and g E A is given are determined.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Let m >_ be an integer and let Am be the class of all functions f that are analytic in the

unit disk U and having the power series expansion of the form

,,m+lf(z) z / am+. / a,,+’2zm+’z -t- z E (7.
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We set A A.
In [1] the concept of starlike functions wit,l respect I,o 2n synmel.ric-colkigate points was

introduced. We recall float for a positive integer an! for w ea’p(2ri/.), a fuciio f A is

called a starlike functio vil,l respect to 2n sycl,rc-cokigate loinl,s if

Rezf’(z)/fn(z) > O, c e U,

where

’[co_f(coz)_l_wf(w)]:,,(z)- (I.I)

The class of all such flnct.ion is denoted by ,5’,. Note that ,5’,] g C, where C is the class of

close-to-convex functions.

The following relations can be deduced from (1.1).

f, (1.{2)f:, ’j[/’(wkz) + (k)],
k=O

f,, :f,,f"(z) [oa (wz) + w- (w2)]
k=0

f,,(-’) A(), f,,() f,,(),

f’(w,z) fin(z), f’,()- f;,(z). (1.4)

In this paper we shall determine a sufficient condition for starlikeness with respect to

symmetric-conjugate points. In addition, we find the images of certain subclasses of S, under

the integral operator I" A A, I(f) F where,

c + f0 )_F(z) ((7) f(t)(g(t) g’(t)dt, (1.5)

c > 0 and g A is a given function. The case g(z) z was discussed in [1]. A more general
integral operator was studied in [2].
2. PRELIMINARIES

In order to prove our main results, we need the following definitions and lemma.s. Let us

first recall the definition of subordination. If f, g A and g is univalent, f is subordinate to g,

written f - g, or f(z) -.< g(z), if f(0) g(0) and f(U) C g(U). Also, a flmction f A is called

strongly starlike of order a, a (0, 1] if

zf’(z)/f(z) -.< ((1 + z)/(1 z))

The class of all such functions is denoted by S* (a). A function f A is called a -convex, a R
if

Re[(1 o)zf’(z)/f(z) A- o((zf"(z)/f’(z)) -4- 1)] > 0,

z ( U. The class of all such functions is denoted by M,.
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LEMMA 2.1.

p(- + 1’,, z + p,,,+ . + z E /,

s,,ch that 1,(zo)- ,.s, z,,i,’(:,,)- t, ,, h’r’ s,t ;,r,’ r,.;,i a,,l < -),,(I + .s’-’)/’2.

LEMMA 2.2. Iff E A,,, sates[its

If"(-)/f’(=)l + ,,,/’, u,

then for all z (7_ U

i) Re f(z)/(zf’(z)) > 1/2,
ii) I(zf’(z)/f(z))- II <
PROOF. It is clear tlat (i) and (ii) are eq,,ivale,,t. Let p(z) 2f(z)/(zf’(z))- 1. Then p

the form (2.1) and

zf"(z)/f’(z) (1 p(z) zp’(z))/(p(z) 4- 1).

S,ppose p is not wit] a positive real part. Tlien by Lcmma 2.1 there is a z0 G U such that

p(z,,)- is, zop’(zo)- t, where _< -,n(l + s2)/2. (_’,o,,seq,,e,,tly,

Izof"(zo)/f’(zo)l ((1 -t) + s-)/(l + s2)
_> [(i + ,,,(l + .)/) + .]/(l + ,)
>_ ( + ,./),

which contradicts the hypothesis of this lemma. The proof is now con)plete. The c,se m of

Lemma 2.2 can be found in [5].

LEMMA 2.3. [2] Let a (0,1]. For c O suppose that 9 S*(1-a), while g M/,
for c > O. If the function f A satisfies

g(z)f’(z)/(g’(z)f(z)) -.4 ((1 -t- z)/(1- z))

then the function F defined by (1.5) is also in A, F(z)/z # 0 for z e U and

g(z)F’(z)/(g’(z)F(z)) -< ((1 + z)/(1- z))’.

LEMMA 2.4. [3] Let P(z) be analytic fitnction in U with Re P(z) > O, z U, and let h
be a convex function in U. If p is analytic in U with p(O) h(O), then

p(z) + P(z)zp’(z) - h(z) implies p(z) - h(z).

3. MAIN RESULTS.

THEOREM 3.1. Let f A,,, m >_ 2, and let n be a positive integer. If

If"(z)/f’(z)l

_
(m2- 1)/(4m), (3.l)

z e U, where f.(z) is defined by (1.2), the,, f e

PROOF. From (1.4) and (3.1) we deduce
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IJ"’( ")/L’,(:)I ! (,..2_ )/(4,.),

All (]

12I-f"(=)/f/,(~)l < (,,

Combiiling these relations with (1 3) to get.

Sineo (m 1)/(4,,,) _< + ,,,/7, t,i,,, ,,,,,,< . <:<,, I)0 applied to f,, to <loduce, in particular,

fn(z)lz # 0 for z tz. To comi>lei.e the proof, let p(z) zff(z)lfn(z), then we need to show

tlat Rep(z) > 0. Note that since f and f,, are in A,,,,sopla the form (2.1) for,n 1. In
addition

zf"(z)lf,(z) (f,,()l(f;’,()))(r,’(.:) + p(z)(f;,()lf,,() )).

Assume p is not with positive real part in U. Then by l,enilna 1.1, there is a point z0 E/7/’ such

that p(zo) is, zolt(zo) and < -Tn(l + s)12, l.Jsiig l.he conclusions of Lemma 2.2 for fn,
we obtain

Iof"(zo)if;,(o)l >_ ll21t + .(oi;’,(zo)lf,,(.o)- 1)l
>_ l/(I,I- I.1)
>_ 1/(,,,(l + 2)/ I1)
> (m- 1)/(4m),

which contradicts the hypothesis (3.1). tlence f E .. This completes the proof of this theorem.

THEOREM 3.:2. Suppose (0, 1], c > 0 and n > is an integer. Let g S*(1 or) be
a function with the power series expansion

g Z Z Jr- g z + -I- b/2 Z2rl’l-1 -’F

z U, where all the coefficients gx are real. In addition, suppose that g Mll for c > O.
Consider the integral operator I" A A, l(f) F, where F is given by (1.5). If

g(z)f’(z)/(g’(z)fn(z)) -4 ((1 + z)/(1- z))’, (3.)

then

a(z)F’(z)l(a’(z)F(z)) - ((l + z)/(1- )),

where f,, and Fn are the functions associated with f and F as given in (1.1), respectively.

PROOF. First, we show that F, I(f,,). Using (1.5) one can easily write F(z) in the
following form:
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c+l L
l"ro the expansion form of .q(z), il. follows Ileal,

alid

k--o F(i)
2n

c+ ILl 2_lnwk )c-I((.:7/-) .f(,-.,,.) ((.,,.:)/(. ))<--’ ’(.,:

Now by summation and (1.1) we deduce easily that Fn I(f,,). Replacing z by w’z and then

i)y wkf, k {0, I, ...,n- 1} in (3.2) and using the relations (1.2) and (1.4) and also the fact. that

We deduce the relation

(z)g,()l(g(z)f,,(z)) - ((1 + :)/(1 z)).
Applying Lemma 2.3 to the above to get

,.(c(:)i%(:)/,,(:) + ,D < (3.3)

where

a(,) a(z)/(a’(z)).

Let

P(z) C(,)(G(,)F’.(,)IF(z) + )-’. (3.4)

From (3.3) and the fact that g ( S*(1 -c), we easily deduce from (3.4) that

Re P(z) > O.

Let

p(z) g(z)F’(z)/(g’(z)Fn(z)).

Lemma 2.3 shows that p(z) is analytic in U. Hence multiplication of (1.5) by gC and differentiating
the new equation we obtain

a(z)zF’(z) + cF(z) -(c + l)f(z) (3.5)
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and

(;(.:).:zT,(:) + ,-./,(:) (,:. + .).f,,(:). (3.6)

Substituting in (3 5)

c;(:)z,"(z) p(z)l,;,(z)

then differentiating the new equatiol and using (3.6) to get

p(z) + P(z)zp’(:) g(z)f’(z)/(g’(z)f,(z))

-< ((: + :)/( z))

where P(z) is given by (3.4) with Re P(z) > 0. Applying Lemma 2.4 to (3.7) to deduce

t v(z) R (z)r’(z)/(()F.(z)) > O.

(3.7)

This completes the proof of this theorem.
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